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Sub : Orientation Workshop on CSS for Real-time Monitoring of Industries.

The Environment Surveillance Centre, MPPCB has developed a Central Server Software (CSS) to
provide a unified web-based access-controlled platform which is accessible to all the Unit Heads

at Headquarters, all the Regional Offices and other concered employees from anywhere for real-

time monitoring of industries. The task of validation and management of real-time monitoring
dala is handled through Central Server System Software in a better way and this has led to the

concept of this project. The pollution data received from industries on continuous basis help us

and the industries to keep a track of status for regr*latory and pollution control purpose.

The CSS platform is now ready to be used for designated purpose. The credentials shall soon be

communicated on your Govt. E.mail ID which can be used to view the data, generate custom

repofts, analyse the collected data and corroborate with industry for various exceedance, failures

etc.

In order to get familiar with CSS tools, and develop a thorough understanding on its vartous

functions and utilities,
Hall. MPPCB-HQ at Bhopal on Friday. 15.11.2019. at 10.30 am. It is requested to ensure your
presence alongwith your one subordinate to make the programme more meaningful and

beneficial. The nominations can be directly sent to the Incharge, E.R.C., MPPCB, preferably

through e.mail in advance. For any relevant query or technical support you may reach

Environment Surveillance Centre via E.mail on supporterc@mp.gov.in or telephone nos 0755-

2469 I 80 or 952221 0007.

Yours Faithfullv.
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